Buchan Sawmill Inc. /Farmers Grain & Ag LLC

April 11th 2016

Title: Logger/Farm Personnel

Multiple positions open

Location: NE Indiana, New Haven, Indiana and NW Ohio, Willshire, Ohio

Job Summary:

Assist in logging operations including timber cutting, skidder operating, log bucking, and loader operation. Also to assist in large scale farming operation including but not limited to general maintenance of machinery, tractor operation, and grain elevator operations.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

1. Verbal Skills to communicate with fellow employees
2. Ability to Read and Write with general math skills
3. Ability to operate late model logging and farm machinery
4. Maintaining good safe driving and work practices

Working Conditions

1. Must be able to work non-standard hours in excess for 40 hours per week.
2. Must be able to work in all weather conditions
3. Must be able to work in 2-4 person teams

Education and Experience

1. Prefer knowledge of Indiana timber species
2. Farm and country background very helpful.
3. Possession of Class A CDL or the willingness and ability to obtain a Class A CDL is preferred. Will train.
4. Timber cutter and skidder training will be provided.

Proficiency

It may take as long as one year to become proficient in this position. We are willing to train any individual that displays a sincere willingness and effort to learn and grow with us.

If interested please send résumé and contact information to: nan@farmersgrainag.com

Or call: Craig Reckelhoff – 260-466-2942